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Abstract

Spatial mobility models are commonly used to eval-
uate protocol performance in mobile ad-hoc net-
works. Choosing parameters for such models so
that they correspond to the target environments is
not trivial. In this paper, we present a temporal
connection model that we believe is better suited
for the task. We analyze traces from real world ad-
hoc networks in order to create models that corre-
spond to the topological and temporal properties
of these networks.

1 Introduction

Mobility models are critical for evaluating perfor-
mance of protocols in mobile ad-hoc network en-
vironments. Mobility models influence the con-
nectivity among nodes: the nodes that “connect”
or are within communication range, how long and
how frequently they connect. The connection pat-
terns dictate the ability to route and transport data
in these networks, in turn determining the perfor-
mance limits of deployed services (e.g., end-to-end
delay, packet delivery ratio).

Until now, it has been a common practice to em-
ploy synthetic spatial mobility models in order to
implicitly generate temporal connection patterns.
The spatial mobility models generally focus on pa-
rameters such as initial distribution of nodes, max-
imum velocity and pause time of nodes; they often
hide some of the crucial behavioral properties of
the network that affect the performance and may
inadvertently impair the accuracy of the results and
conclusions. A prime example is the previously
popular “random waypoint model” [4].

We argue that temporal connection models are
better suited than spatial mobility models – in-
stead of creating temporal connection patterns in-
directly via spatial mobility models, we advocate
using temporal connection models directly. This
approach has at least two distinct advantages: first,
it is much easier to model realistic connection pat-
terns, e.g., based on real-life traces, than mobil-
ity patterns; second, we are able to understand the
network behavior much better, which facilitates de-
velopment of practical protocols for these network
environments. We present our temporal connection
model in Section 2.

To this end, we have developed methods to an-
alyze real-life connection traces, identify signifi-
cant stochastic properties in mobile ad-hoc net-
works, and create realistic connection models for
simulation and formal analysis. We analyze traces
from the MIT Reality Mining project [1] (specifi-
cally, a Bluetooth connection trace between mobile
phones), and the Haggle project [2]. The traces
capture behavior of intermittently connected mo-
bile ad-hoc human social networks. We present
some results from our on-going trace analysis in
Section 3. We derive and discuss various topologi-
cal and temporal properties from the traces: node
degree distribution and total connection time dis-
tribution for the whole network as well as indi-
vidual edges; connection time distribution; inter-
connection time distribution; and occurrence of
what we term as the backbone of the network. We
develop a graphical tool to explore these properties,
which we present in Section 4.

Finally, in Section 5, we discuss some properties
and limitations of the model, possible extensions of
the trace analysis and lay out plans for future work.
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Figure 1: Connection process states and state tran-
sitions.

2 The Connection Model

We define a stochastic connection model to cap-
ture the temporal connection behavior of network
entities. Let G = (N,E) be a simple graph that
consists of a node set N and an edge set E. Each
node represents a network entity that is able to
communicate with other network entities, and each
edge e = {a, b} represents connection opportunities

between nodes a and b. That is, when e exists,
e ∈ E, there is a probability that nodes a and b

will connect at some point in time. Conversely, if
e 6∈ E the nodes will certainly never connect.

To model temporal connection behavior between
node pairs, we associate a stochastic contiguous-
time connection process Pe(t) to each edge e ∈ E.
A connection process can be in either the connected

state C or the disconnected state D. We assume
that nodes a and b are only able to communicate
when the state of P{a,b} is C. A process alternates
monotonously between the two states, but the du-
ration spent in each state is random. Figure 1
shows the process states and state transitions.

Let the connected duration Ce(t) for process
Pe(t) be a stochastic variable with probability dis-
tribution f c

e , Ce(t) ∼ f c
e . Analogously, let the

disconnected duration De(t) for process Pe(t) be
a stochastic variable with probability distribution
fd

e , De(t) ∼ fd
e . These variables define the tempo-

ral connection pattern. For simplicity, we assume
that all processes start in the disconnected state,
i.e., Pe(0) = D.

Let P = {Pe(t) : e ∈ E} be the set of connection
processes for all edges in E. We define a connection
model instance as M = (G,P ).

3 Analysis of Network Traces

We want to characterize the topological and tempo-
ral properties of real ad-hoc networks, and learn if
some properties are invariant among the networks.

Doing so will enable us to synthesize models in the
future that share the same properties as real net-
works. We are currently analyzing trace data from
the Reality Mining project (Reality) and the Hag-
gle project (Haggle) in order to find and compare
their topological and temporal properties.

3.1 Topological Properties

To derive topological properties, we create an ag-

gregated connection graph (ACG), which is a sim-
ple and weighted graph where the nodes represent
mobile entities and the edges represent connections
between the mobile entities. The edge weights rep-
resent the cumulative connection time between the
mobile entities. The Reality ACG consists of 85
nodes and 981 edges, whereas the Haggle ACG con-
sists of 41 nodes and 783 edges.

The diagrams in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show
the node degree distributions for Reality and Hag-

gle. The degree distribution of the Reality nodes
seems to have an almost linear distribution, rang-
ing from 1 to 65. In contrast, the Haggle nodes
have an almost uniform distribution where most
nodes have have degrees of approximately 40. The
large difference in degree distributions is due to how
the people carrying the nodes associate. The Re-

ality network consists of mobile phones that are
carried by people on a university campus, whereas
the Haggle network consists of sensors carried by
participants at a conference.

The log-log diagrams in Figures 2(c) and 2(d)
show the edge weight (node-pair total connection
time) distributions for Reality and Haggle. Both
distributions are heavy-tailed, a few node pairs are
connected several magnitude of orders longer than
the larger part of the node pairs.

We rank the edges according to their weights
such that the highest ranked edge has the longest
total connection time. To further investigate the
relation between topology and edge weights, we de-
fine a network’s backbone as a subgraph of the ACG
that is induced by the nodes that are connected by
the top 5% ranked edges.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) shows the backbones of
Reality and Haggle. The Reality backbone consists
of 28 nodes (approximately 33% of the total number
of nodes) and 50 edges. The Haggle backbone con-
sists of 36 nodes (approximately 88% of the total
number of nodes) and 40 edges. The Reality back-
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Figure 2: Distributions of node degrees and total connection times.

bone is more clustered than the Haggle backbone.
The average clustering coefficients [3] of Reality and
Haggle are 0.53 and 0.15 respectively. The Real-

ity backbone shows a community structure where
nodes within groups are densely connected while
groups are sparsely connected.

(a) Reality backbone (b) Haggle backbone

Figure 3: The Reality and Haggle backbones.

3.2 Dynamical Properties

To estimate probability distributions of the con-
nection processes, we look at dynamical proper-
ties connection time distributions and disconnec-
tion time distributions of individual edges. The
log-log diagrams in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show
the highest ranked edge’s (i.e., the edge with the
longest total connection time) connection time dis-
tribution, whereas the log-log diagrams in Fig-

ures 4(c) and 4(d) show the highest ranked edge’s
disconnection time distribution. All distributions
are heavy-tailed.

The longest connection lasted around 500 min-
utes (8.3 hours) in both cases. The disconnection
durations reveal the human diurnal rhythm. The
data shown in Figure 4(c) have a clear stair case
shape where the level at approximately 1000 min-
utes (17 hours) corresponds to disconnections dur-
ing evenings and nights, the next level corresponds
to disconnection during weekends, and so on. We
return to this issue in Section 5 where we discuss
limitations of our model.

Initial examination suggest that all edges have
connection and disconnection distributions of sim-
ilar shape. However, the data also reveal that low
weight edges have fewer and shorter connection du-
rations than edges with higher weights. This imply
that they have, on average, longer disconnection
durations than edges with higher weights. We are
currently investigating this “distribution of distri-
butions”.

4 The Network Exploration

Tool

The network exploration tool is an interactive ap-
plication with a graphical user interface (see Fig-
ure 5) to be used for examination of both topo-
logical and dynamical properties of communication
networks. The tool, which is written in Java, is
currently under development.
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(a) Reality connection
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(b) Haggle connection
durations
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(c) Reality disconnection
durations
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(d) Haggle disconnection
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Figure 4: Connection and disconnection duration distributions for the highest ranked edge.

Figure 5: The network exploration tool GUI.

Topological information can be loaded, viewed,
modified, and saved. We use a filtering scheme

where the data is processed by several filters. There
are filters to modify the data and other filters to dis-
play the data. Filters that are employed are kept
in a filter list. The data is processed through the
set of filters in the order the filters are listed, the
output from one filter is fed to the following filter
in the list. The GUI makes it easy to add, remove,
and reorder filters in the filter list.

It is common that aggregated connection graphs
are so dense that it is hard to see topological charac-

teristics. The tool is equipped with edge and node
filters to handle such cases. For example, with the
edge filter, it is possible to remove all edges with
weights under some given threshold. This is use-
ful to identify the nodes and edges that constitute
backbones (c.f., Figures 3(a) and 3(b)). There are
also a filter that reports various topological prop-
erties, e.g., node degree distribution, path lengths,
and clustering coefficients. The tool contains sev-
eral node layout strategies. Furthermore, graph fig-
ures can be exported to EPS and PNG files.

The tool also supports animation of connections.
Currently, a user is able to play, pause and stop an-
imations. It is also possible to advance the anima-
tions in steps and change the animation’s current
point in time arbitrarily.

5 Discussion and Future Work

We stated that the human diurnal rhythm changes
the connection patterns during nights and week-
ends in Section 3.2. Nodes are connected more
during daytime than during night. Our proposed
model does not capture different behaviors – deriv-
ing distributions from all trace data would “blend”
all behaviors into one. Even if such a model could
be adequate in some cases, we suggest that sepa-
rate models are created for each behavior. Several
models can then be incorporated in one “embrac-
ing” model that switches between the basic models
over time.
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In the future, we will fit statistical distributions
to the various distributions of the data sets; node
degrees, connection durations, disconnection dura-
tions, etc. We will also measure connection correla-
tion between node pairs as well as the dependency
between consecutive connection and disconnection
durations. In the graphs, we will measure com-
munity presence, average path lengths, and diame-
ter. Furthermore, we will survey graph models that
share the same topological properties as the ones of
real networks. Finally, we will examine how topo-
logical and dynamical properties change over time,
whether they are scale free, etc.
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